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Press Release
EXSIF Worldwide, Inc. Builds for the Future
The world leader in the tank container leasing industry
Anticipating changes in the dangerous goods regulations restricting certain hazardous products
from being transported in standard tank containers, EXSIF Worldwide, Inc. has invested in a highspecification fleet of T20 and T22 UN Portable Tanks to meet the demand of its global customer
base.
On January 1st 2017, the second step of the transitional provision in accordance with the ADR / RID special
provision TP37 ends. As a result, thirty additional products will be added to the list of chemicals that can no
longer be stored or transported in standard UN Portable Tanks. The stricter rules will require these products to
be shipped in Portable Tanks meeting the technical requirements of T20 or T22 classification.
With its commitment to continuous investment in the tank industry, EXSIF Worldwide, Inc. is making new T20
and T22 tank containers available for lease in several key locations. In order to integrate our service with
customers' requirements and to maximize supply chain efficiencies, several specifications of T20/T22 tank types
will be offered: 20,500, 22,500, and 25,000 litre capacities. Tanks will be available with or without baffles.
Stefan Heesen, EXSIF’s new European Chemical Division Manager, commented that “adding these highly
specialized tanks to our already extensive fleet mix enables EXSIF to demonstrate its unique supply capabilities
and ongoing support to the chemical industry”.
With a fleet of more than 46,000 tank containers, EXSIF Worldwide is the world's leading tank container leasing
company. It offers a comprehensive fleet of standard and specialized intermodal tanks ranging in capacity from
7,500 to 35,000 liters. Additionally, it supplies gas tanks, cryogenic tanks, off shore tanks, reefer tanks, and lined
tanks dedicated to specific chemicals.
EXSIF has an established track-record in meeting the exacting requirements demanded by its global customer
base. Its unparalleled technical, engineering and commercial expertise ensures it is able to anticipate and meet
the changing needs of global and regional market places and contribute to the safe, reliable and cost efficient
distribution of bulk liquids. The proactive initiative to make T20 and T22 tank containers available in key
demand locations is firmly in the spirit of the company's approach, promoting, once again, words into action.
A member of the Marmon Group and a Berkshire Hathaway Company, EXSIF Worldwide is committed to meeting
customers' needs through value added services whilst maintaining the highest standards of business ethics and
integrity. To find out more about EXSIF, its products and services, please visit our main website at
http://www.EXSIF.com or call +1 914-848-4200 to speak with a qualified industry professional.

Nobody knows the tank container business better than EXSIF.
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